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News 

Researchers have been awarded SEK 31 million from KAW 

Sara Snogerup Linse, Peter Jönsson, Ulf Olsson, Emma Sparr and Daniel Topgaard have been awarded nearly 

SEK 31 million from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation. The funds are to be used in a project which will 

investigate how lipids are carried along when proteins aggregate. Read more (in Swedish) 

Researchers participate in a new project that has been granted SEK 28 million from 

KAW 

Ivan Scheblykin from the Division of Chemical Physics and Petter Persson from the Division of Theoretical 

Chemistry participate in a new project ”Mastering Morphology for Solution-borne Electronics” that has been 

granted SEK 28 million in support from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation. The goal of the new project is 

to make efficient solar cells from molecular semiconductors through improved processing technology and better 

understanding of how the fundamental molecular interactions govern the structure in these functional materials. 

The project is a collaboration between researchers from Karlstad University, Lund University, Chalmers and 

Linköping University, led by Professor Ellen Moons at Karlstad University. The research at the Department of 

Chemistry in Lund will focus on material characterization through a combination of spectroscopy, microscopy and 

computational chemistry.  

New leadership at the Division of Physical Chemistry 

From October 1, the Division of Physical Chemistry have a new leadership. Ulf Olsson will act as head of the 

division and Emma Sparr as assistant head.  We extend our sincere thanks to the departing head, Viveka 

Alfredsson, and assistant head, Tommy Nylander, for all their efforts during their term of leadership. 

Lei Ye was promoted to professor at Lund University 

Lei Ye, from the Division of Pure and Applied Biochemistry, was recently promoted to professor in applied 

biochemistry with focus on molecular imprinting technique.  

Researchers in media 

 Emma Sparr was interviewed about new research that explains how the properties of the skin change 

depending on its surroundings. Read about it here (in Swedish): SVT Nyheter, Sveriges Radio.  

 Ulf Ellervik was interviewed by Sveriges Radio about his new book “Ursprung” and about chemistry. He 

was also interviewed by SVT Gomorron Sverige about his new book and about The Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry. Listen to the interview here. 

 Ulf Ellervik has written an article in Kemivärlden Biotech with the title "Dörren med många lås" (The 

door with many locks). The article is a summary about cancer from his book; "Den svåra konsten att 

leva". Read the article (in Swedish). 

 In the latest issue of Kemivärlden Biotech and in “Forskning och Framsteg” the book ‘Ursprung written by 

Ulf Ellervik was reviewed.  
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 Rajni Hatti-Kaul was interviewed in the latest issue of the digital Lund University Research Magazine 

about the new research project STEPS (Sustainable Plastics and Transition Pathways). Read the 

article (in Swedish). 

 Petter Persson has written an article in Kemivärlden Biotech about a new interdisciplinary project “A 

plurality of lives”. The emergence of a plurality of lives will have profound effects on a wide range of 

issues that all depend on how we look at life and the project aim to tackle the basic question behind 

all these challenges, that is, how will the emerging plurality of lives change how we conceive of and 

understand life? Read the article (in Swedish). 

 Kenneth Wärnmark was interviewed on the occasion of the Nobel Prize in chemistry. The article also 

mentions Sara Snogerup Linse, chair of the Nobel committee for chemistry. Read the article (in 

Swedish).  

 Sven Lidin was interviewed by SVT Nyheter about the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. 

 Mikael Akke was interviewed by Sydsvenskan during the live-streaming of the announcement of the 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Read more (in Swedish).  

Don't miss.. 

Introduction meeting for new staff at LTH, November 14 

We would like to invite all new staff to an introduction meeting. You will receive inspirational and practical 

information from the Faculty Dean and Human Resources. We will also have a customary Swedish “fika” break, 

with tea and coffee. Both Swedish and international staff members are welcome to attend. 

When: 14 November 2016 at 13.00 -15.30  

Where: conference room Boklunden, Navet, Sölvegatan 22F  

Please register on http://www.lth.se/english/staff/employment/introcourse/ by 4 November at the latest. 

Workshop: Protein interactions, October 26 

The goal with the workshop is to present state of the art in analyses and engineering of protein interactions 

including evolution and design of recognition at protein interfaces and studies of protein interactions involved in 

disease. Both experimental and computational approaches to study protein interactions will be discussed. The 

meeting is arranged in collaboration between research groups at LU and Danish Technical University (DTU) and 

takes place on October 26th at DTU and is free of charge.  

To see the program and to sign up, visit: http://www.protein.dtu.dk/protein-interactions-workshop 

Workshop: Sixth Annual Niels Bohr International Academy Workshop (NBIA6), 

November 7-8 

NBIA6 will focus on the understanding of the complex behavior of water and other molecules under confinement. 

This is key for a variety of fields ranging from biology and medicine to molecular magnetism.  

Time and place: November 7 and 8, ESS Headquarters in Lund.  

The meeting is free of charge but limited to 25 participants. Registration is required. 

More information and registration. 
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Symposium: Trends in Organic Chemistry – Molecular Self-Assembly, October 24 

The TOC-symposium is entiteled ”Molecular Self-Assembly” a field that has been assigned by the journal 

”Science” to be one of the 100 most important research areas for the future. It deals among other things how we 

can get inspiration from nature to make new functional molecules by employing weak interactions to ”glue small” 

molecules together. The symposium takes place in lecture hall A at Kemicentrum.  

Registration: For late registration send an e-mail to Bodil Eliasson. 

More information 

Lecture: "Building molecular tools out of DNA", October 20 

Lecture by Björn Högberg, Karolinska Institutet, Associate Professor at Department of Medical Biochemistry and 

Biophysics. Creating rationally designed structures out of DNA has allowed an unprecedented control of matter at 

the nanoscale. Prof. Björn Högberg will present how to do "DNA origami" and how it can be used to look at cell 

signaling. The lecture will be held in English.  

Time and place: October 20 at 18:00, Kemicentrum, lecture hall C 

More information at: www.kilu.lu.se/kemiskaforeningen/aktiviteter/#c313516 

Föredrag: "Folkbildning i kemi - några synpunkter”, 17 november 

Ett föredrag av Lennart Jönsson, emeritus, Lunds universitet.  

Tid och plats: 17 november kl. 18, Kemicentrum sal C 

PhD Information 

PhD Course: Innovation and value creation in research, 3 hp 

Today a researcher not only needs to address the important scientific questions. A researcher should also be able 

to have a wider perspective on the utilization of research results and their benefits for society. This course will 

help you as PhD student to put your research project into a wider context, and give you insights into the 

processes for innovation and creativity. The course focuses on innovation in academic research, and includes 

topics like idea generation and the NABC concept which is a model for development, assessment and 

presentation of ideas, developed at Stanford Research Institute in California. The course also includes patenting 

and searching in patent databases and a section on how to pitch yourself and your research idea. The course will 

also deal with research collaborations and other tools for stimulating innovation. Lastly, sources and criteria for 

financing of commercially oriented projects through the Swedish state, EU and private capital will be covered. In 

other words - this course prepares you for a successful career in academia or industry.  

Credits: 3 hp 

Time: Nov. 29, Dec. 1, 2, 5, 9. Every day from 8.30-16.00. 

Place: Studiecentrum LTH, Room: Pepparholm 

Contact persons: 

Maria Andersson, Biotechnology, LTH 

Olaf Diegel, Machine design, LTH 

Jonas Ohlsson, Solid state physics, LTH 

Charlotta Johnsson, Automatic Control, LTH  

Last day to register is November 10. Limited places - first come first served! More information and registration.  
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Seminar afternoon for PhD students, November 24 

The libraries at the Faculty of Science and the Faculty of Engineering (LTH) are organising an afternoon of 

seminars for PhD students. The seminars are an opportunity to learn more about academic writing, altmetrics, 

reference managing tools, Open data and Open Access publishing and what you need to think about before 

publishing your doctoral thesis.  

Time and place: November 24 from 13:00 to 16:00, LTH Study Centre, John Ericssons väg 4. Last day to 

register is November 21. More information and registration 

Messages 

Opening hours at Kemicentrum on November 4 (day before All Saints day/Alla 

helgons dag) 

INFORMATION DESK: 08 -12.15  

LIBRARY: 09.00 - 12.00 

Evacuation drill conducted October 18 

This year's evacuation drill at Kemicentrum was conducted on October 18. The evacuation drill included all parts 

of Kemicentrum. The result of the evacuation drill was in many parts good, all concerned had evacuated at about 

6 minutes and gathered at the reassembly points. The observations made at the reassembly points were 

essentially good, however groups of students were too close to entrance A. Some doors from corridors to 

labs/offices were not closed as they should have been.  

The plan for evacuation http://www.kc.lu.se/general-safety-regulations/plans-of-action/plan-of-action-for-

emergency-evacuations/ emphasizes the rule for re-entry into Kemicentrum:   

Nobody may re-enter an evacuated building before Lund University security staff gives the “all clear” 

signal.  

Large groups of students did re-enter Kemicentrum as soon as the alarm bells were silenced. This is a serious 

problem that we will address further and also follow up in the next evacuation drill.  

The comments received concerning the SMS service was that it was appreciated and deemed to be an effective 

way to inform both those who have been involved in the evacuation and other parts of Kemicentrum. At present 

about 400 persons are enrolled to the SMS service, however SMS-communication to the students is not possible 

yet. Persons that receive information by SMS should make effort to pass this information along. 

Bertil Andersson Fund 

We hereby invite applications for grants from Bertil Andersson Fund. Purpose: Grants for research in 

biotechnology. Amount: SEK 60 000. The award decision will be made by the board of the Department of 

Chemistry. Applications for research grants from the foundation are to be submitted via Lund University’s 

application system for scholarships. The application and relevant documentation are to be submitted via the 

application system no later than 29 October 2016.  

The application form and instructions are available on the staff pages:  

http://www.staff.lu.se/research-and-education/research-support/travel-and-research-grants/other-grants-and-

scholarships 

Applications submitted in another way or at another time will be disregarded. 
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New faces at the Department of Chemistry 

 

Stephanie Jephthah 

PhD student at the Division of Theoretical Chemistry  

Research area: Computer simulations of intrinsically disordered proteins. 

Webpage: http://www.teokem.lu.se/people/phdstudents/jephthah/ 

At Lund University 

The vice-chancellor’s management council – live 

For the first time, the vice-chancellor’s management council is opening its doors to all employees and students in 

an open seminar – “Vice-chancellor’s management council – live!”. On 27 October at 16-17 in the Palaestra 

building, the management council will discuss, with open doors, a number of future issues. All employees and 

students are welcome to listen, discuss or ask questions directly to the management council. The council consists 

of the vice-chancellor, the deputy vice-chancellor, the pro vice-chancellors, the University director and all the 

deans/equivalents and student representatives. More information at (in Swedish): 

http://www.medarbetarwebben.lu.se/article/inbjudan-rektors-ledningsrad-live 

Limited access during the pope’s visit to Lund 

On 31 October, most of Lundagård and the surrounding streets will be closed off during the official visit of pope 

Francis. Read more (in Swedish) 

 

CALENDAR 

Seminar 

"Building molecular tools out of DNA"  

Time: 2016-10-20 18:00 - 19:00  

Dissertation  

Defence of thesis in Biochemistry 

Time: 2016-10-28 09:15 - 13:00  

Dissertation 

Defence of thesis in Biochemistry 

Time: 2016-11-03 09:15 - 3:00  

More events 
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